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DIGITAL WORKPLACE COMMUNICATION AT THE DESKTOP—IT'S VOICE, AND SO MUCH MORE

UNIFY 
OPENSCAPE 
DESK PHONE 
CP700

The OpenScape Desk Phone CP family from Unify brings expanded interoperability, the power of 
simplicity, as well as the high-quality audio you expect from our devices.

There’s no substitute for a voice call when you really need to 

connect—when time is precious, when you need clarification 

or immediate decisions, when every one needs to be heard, a 

voice conversation is simply the best choice.

But the communication tool landscape gives users, teams, and 

now even devices themselves, choices in how, what, and when 

to communicate. The role of voice communication and the desk 

phone is playing out as workplace digital transformation unfolds.

Unify, together with world-renowned product design firm 

frog design, took a proactive, thoughtful look at the role of 

the desk phone and it’s place in the new way to work. What 

they created balances the core purpose of instant, secure, 

and reliable voice conversations with modern use cases for a 

more interoperable, future-proof family of phones, ready for an 

evolving communication ecosystem.

Based on the key principles of focus, interoperability, 

intuitiveness, and beauty, the OpenScape Desk Phone CP family 

of devices brings:

• Streamlined form and function, with redesigned desk phone

features

• Rapid onboarding of new employees with easy set up and an

intuitive interface

• Auto-pairing and locking via Bluetooth

• More to their footprint with Eddystone Beacon URL sharing

• The secure, high-quality call experience you expect from

Unify

• A unique blend of form and function

• Reduced communications bottlenecks with built-in Gigabit

Ethernet and UC integration on most devices

• High-definition AudioPresence HD voice technology, so

staying in touch sounds great

• Blue Angel Climate Protection Award
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POWERFUL DEVICE CAPABILITIES AT THE DESKTOP

Vibrant conversations start here.

OpenScape Desk Phone CP700

This comprehensive desktop device with extended interperability, easy-to-read extra-large display, and elegant user interface is 

a powerhouse phone that brings more than just voice communication to the desktop.

CP700 FEATURES

• Color graphical display, 6 line TFT (800*480 pixel), 5’’

• Notification LED (green, amber, red), visible from front and
behind

• 6 permanent free programmable and 6 free programmable
favorites with LED (green, amber, red)

• 7 fixed function keys: menu, presence, voicemail, hold,
transfer, conference, and redial

– Menu, presence, hold, and redial keys with green,
amber, red LED

– Voicemail with red LED

– Transfer and conference keys without LED

• 5-way navigation key

• 3 audio keys: Mute key with red LED, loudspeaker, and
headset keys with green LED and Volume +/-

• Open listening/Hands-free talking (full-duplex)

• Bluetooth support with 2 simultaneous audio streams

• Wi-Fi connectivity (client and access point)

• Passive RFID tag support

• NFC tag support

• 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet, providing Auto-MDIX and EEE

• IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet, class 2

• Maximum 2 Key Module 600 support (one can be powered
by PoE)

Key Module KM600

For receptionists, administrative staff, managers, or executives, 

the OpenScape Desk Phone Key Modules give single-button 

access to the people and features they use most.

• High-contrast monochrome TFT display

• 12 free programmable feature keys
(green, amber, red LEDs)

• 2 navigation keys

• Max. 2 modules per CP700




